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Parliament’s support for broad consultation

in the impact assessment process

• The EP has reiterated in various resolutions that public and

particular the participation of SMEs and other end-users.

• The EP has reiterated in various resolutions that public and
stakeholder consultations and impact assessments (IAs) are
essential to transparent and well-informed decision-making
and to improving the quality of legislation.

• Importance of consulting all relevant stakeholders at an early
stage in the IA process so that their input can be taken into
consideration when IAs are being prepared, and before they
are published (resolution of 27 November 2014 on revision of
the IA guidelines).

• Interinstitutional Agreement on Better Law-Making (adopted
9 March 2016): public and stakeholder consultations need to
be conducted in an open and transparent way, allowing for
the widest possible participation and encouraging in
particular the participation of SMEs and other end-users.
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Key aspects examined by IMPA

with regard to consultation

Key aspects examined by IMPA

with regard to consultation

• Our initial appraisals of the Commission’s Impact Assessments

always contain a section dedicated to consultation.

• We focus on the following questions:

�Does the IA identify who is affected and how?

�Does the IA report on the consultation process?

�Does the IA present the positions expressed by the

consulted parties throughout the document?

�Were any options supported by the stakeholders consulted

ruled out (and is proper justification provided for doing so?)
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• From our experience, a number of elements play an 

important role in the value and quality of consultation:

– How are the questions to stakeholders formulated? 

– On what are stakeholders consulted upon?

– At what stage in the IA process?

– Who is consulted and who replies? 
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• In accordance with the Better Regulation guidelines, the 

consultation strategy should ensure that stakeholders' views 

are sought 

�on all key impact assessment questions (p. 17);

� and the IA Report should corroborate the conclusions of 

the analysis with stakeholder views and justify any 

significant differences (p. 19).  
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IMPA findings

sample is small or response rate very low.

• The opinions of the different stakeholders consulted could still

be presented in a more transparent and clear manner

throughout the IA (especially choice of options and their

impacts).

• The way the opinions of the various stakeholders were taken

into account in the analysis is not always clearly indicated nor

on what aspects stakeholders were actually consulted.

• Question of representativeness and reliability of the answers

gathered through stakeholder consultations when stakeholder

sample is small or response rate very low.
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• Still some room for improvement but Commission has made

and is making increasing efforts regarding stakeholder

consultation and the expression of stakeholder views on the

various options. Also, the Commission’s strict minimum

standards on public consultation appear overall to be

respected.

• More visibility and importance of stakeholder consultation in

Better Regulation guidelines and concrete actions are now

taken to encourage and facilitate stakeholder feedback at

various stages throughout the policy cycle.
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(complemenary/substitute IAs or IAs of amendments)

• Positive aspect: all IAs must now include a compulsory annex

summarising the results of the stakeholder consultation and

providing details of how, who and on what consultation took

place.

• The Ex-Ante Impact Assessment Unit will

– monitor closely that proper consultation takes place on all

IA key issues;

– pay particular attention to the proper consultation of

stakeholders (including civil society) in any further IA

work that can be requested by Parliamentary committees

(complemenary/substitute IAs or IAs of amendments)
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Further information

• EP website / Think tank / IMPA:

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/search.html?polic

yAreas=EXIMAS

• Blog: http://epthinktank.eu/

• https://twitter.com/ep_thinktank

E-mail:  EPRS-ExAnteImpactAssessment@ep.europa.eu
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